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Meyers House Now Open
Twice Each Month
by Judith Lynch

F

or the past sixteen years,
our Meyers House museum has
been open only one day each month,
staffed by dedicated volunteers under
the direction of curator George Gunn.
Last year sole ownership of the
property passed to the museum,

and spurred by the need for broader
public education and for major fund
raising, we decided to staff the place
twice each month.
Now people can revel in local lore
from 1:00–4:00 pm on the 2nd and
4th Saturdays every month beginning
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January 11. Just fork over $5, and
delectations will include a docent
tour, a major exhibit jammed with
architectural details, and a glimpse
into the studio where architect Henry
Meyers and his daughter Mildred
drafted building plans. Tours often
end with a gentle stroll through stately
grounds reminiscent of yesteryear.
New people stepped up to learn
about the Meyers heritage, and thanks
to their dedication and that of veteran
volunteers, residents and visitors
alike can experience Alameda history
firsthand in an authentically furnished
and decorated vintage family home.
According to recently-trained docent
Jim Smallman, “The house has a
fascinating background. It is beautifully detailed and furnished with
love. It’s truly a treasure. Opening it
only once a month was not enough.
Since finding more docents was the
problem, I volunteered myself!”
Novice Steve Aced said, “The
Meyers House provides me with the
opportunity to discover the way a
space was created. These discoveries
inspire me to find new ways to design
spaces myself.”

Jim Smallman shows visitors vintage light bulbs in the major architectural exhibit that transformed the Meyers House garage into a museum annex. Image: Judith Lynch.

“We decided to volunteer here
because that is our way to teach the
nuances of life in the 19th and early
20th centuries and to educate school
children about times past,” according
to Gene and Dora Calhoun. They
understand the importance to youth
Continued on page 2 . . .
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Meyers House . . . Continued from page 1

and adults alike of the direct knowledge
of history; their own home has been
open twice for the Alameda Legacy
Home Tour.

been designated as local monuments,
and four of those are by Meyers: The
Posey Tube, the Veterans Memorial
Building, the First Presbyterian Church,
as well as his family residence.

Reid Davis was also trained
recently, “I decided to docent at the
Meyers House to share in their family
history and convey to our visitors the
importance of its future as well as its
past. It is a truly magical experience!”
Meyers House veterans underscored
their loyalty to the home: “I love
being here. I can imagine what it was
like in the early 1900s,” said longtime
docent Gail Howell. “As I tell our
visitors, since I can’t live here, I love
being here each month to enjoy it
myself and to share it with others.”
According to her husband Charlie, “The
Meyers House and its surroundings
are important elements of Alameda
history and deserve to be treated
and maintained as such. I enjoy the
reactions of our many diverse guests
as they marvel at the delights that
abound here.”
Ross Dileo is an experienced guide
who also pitches in with hauling,
scouring, polishing, painting, arranging displays…whatever needs doing.
“After volunteering for twenty years,
the Meyers House seems like my
second home.”
All manner of people volunteer
here. Some are newcomers who have
adopted the Island as their hometown.
Others are steeped in local lore
because their families were pioneers.
Gerry Warner is a fourth generation
Islander with extensive knowledge of

This turned wooden grill made a graceful
transition from the first to the second parlor;
see it at the major architectural display that
is part of the Meyers House experience.
Image: Dennis Owens.

Clutching his “Lincoln” for $5 admission,
Henry Festen was the first of some thirty
visitors January 11, the first time ever the
Meyers House was open on the second
Saturday of a month. Henry is an artist
and photographer on a month-long tour
of Northern California house museums.

local history because she lived it! “In
a way, the story of the Meyers family
and their home is also my story, and
I am delighted to share both with
visitors.”
George Gunn, who directed the
furnishing and decoration of the
Meyers House said, “The house offers
a unique opportunity to glimpse the
home and possessions of a family
important in Alameda’s history. Our
visitors see how the Meyers lived, and
they become real people instead of
historic but distant figures in a dusty
archive.” Other volunteers on board
at the Meyers House include Barbara
Coapman and Holly SchmalenbergerHaugen, Margy and Virgil Silver, and
smiling Jim McGrogan who acts as
cashier at the front door.
Local author and historian Woody
Minor wrote that Henry Haight Meyers
was one of the most prominent Bay
Area architects of his generation. His
career spanned five decades, and his
range was extensive. His office
produced plans for hundreds of
projects, from the Caldecott Tunnel
to veterans buildings to churches and
a dormitory in Guam. His projects
have been honored for contributions
to national and state history and are
designated landmarks in Berkeley,
Fremont, Oakland, and San Francisco.
Only thirty Alameda structures have
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The gracefully proportioned
Colonial Revival house was completed
in 1897. The property was bequeathed
to the Alameda Museum and the city
in 1994. It was at first co-managed by
the museum and the city Recreation
and Park Department. In 2013
museum board members started a
much needed capital campaign to
cover maintenance, such as painting,
and to upgrade the place for events,
weddings, photo shoots, and musicales.
To volunteer, to contribute to the fund,
or to learn more about the Meyers
House check alamedamuseum.org or
leave a message at 510-521-1247.

Museum members:
We really need your help to increase
attendance. Please visit yourself,
bring your friends, relatives and neighbors!
Clip this box out and put it on your
refrigerator as a reminder!
If you go:
The Meyers House and Garden,
2021 Alameda Avenue between Willow
and Chestnut streets, 1:00 – 4:00 pm,
2nd and 4th Saturdays.
Admission:
Only $5, includes a docent-led tour
of the home, a major architectural display
and a visit to the studio of Henry and
Mildred Meyers. Information 510-521-1247
and alamedamuseum.org.
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From the Curator’s Desk

BE A
MUSEUM DOCENT
Make some new friends.
Please contact Ellen Chesnut
510-865-1204 for details.

N U MB E R

by George C. Gunn

hrough the intercession of Marge Lanzit, president of the Adelphian Club, we
were donated the club’s archives, which includes scrapbooks, photographs,
etc. The club, founded in 1896, was organized for the betterment of its female membership,

Alameda Museum Quarterly is
published in the spring, summer,
fall, and winter of each year and is
available in electronic form on the
museum website.

with emphasis being education, arts, and literature. Through the years they also supported

Alameda Museum
2324 Alameda Avenue
Alameda, CA 94501
www.alamedamuseum.org
510-521-1233

of the club’s existence is the 1908 Adelphian Hall building, in the Mission Revival style, at the

Communications Staff
Contributors: George Gunn,
Robbie Dileo, Ron Ucovich, and
Judith Lynch
Editor: Ron Ucovich
Proofreader: Judith Lynch
Designer: Valerie Turpen
Web: Adam Gillitt

we will be cataloging a large collection from them, received upon the closure of their office

humanitarian cases such as the 1906 Earthquake, and World Wars I and II.
Initially, looking through the collection, prior to cataloging, I saw the names, and sometimes
images, of many past members and docents of the museum. The most tangible reminder
corner of Central Avenue and Walnut Street. A City Monument, that intersection has three
others, the Veteran’s Hall, Alameda High School, and First Church of Christ Scientist.
Thanks to Joanne Robinson who has worked for many years with the Alameda Red Cross,
at Alameda Point. Several large framed posters, uniforms, and smaller sculptures with an
examining table will create a new display one day.

Curator, Alameda Museum

Museum Directors 2014
Judith Lynch, President
Johanna Hall, Vice-President
Dennis Evanosky, Secretary
Bob Risley, Treasurer
Adam Gillitt
Charlie Howell
Adam Koltun
Jim Smallman
THANKS TO OUR CORPORATE SPONSORS

New acquisitions from the Alameda Red Cross will be
cataloged by the museum. Images: Chad Barr.
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his share of the business to his brothers, Edward and James,
who formed a distributorship under the name Johnson &
Johnson. Later, Robert bought back into the business and
became the general manager, but the company name was
never changed to Johnson, Johnson & Johnson.

by Ron Ucovich
Horace Day was a wealthy manufacturer
of rubber goods. His main business was manufacturing
adhesive tape, but in 1845 he expanded his enterprise
to include medical supplies. He secured a patent for a
porous plaster which he claimed would cure lumbago.
Furthermore, to ensure that he had a broad spectrum of
customers, he claimed that his porous plaster could also
alleviate the symptoms of diabetes,
epilepsy, dyspepsia, diarrhea,
influenza, asthma, pleurisy,
whooping cough, consumption,
ruptures, sciatica, paralysis,
rheumatism, and kidney disorders.
The patent was immediately sold
to a New York druggist named
Thomas Allcock, who named
his treatment Allcock’s Porous
Plaster.

The company continued to sell sterilized gauze until
1920. A young employee named Earle Dickson was
recently married, and his young bride had not yet
mastered the art of cooking and cleaning. She was
constantly cutting, scraping, and burning her fingers, so
as a precaution, Earl pre-assembled patches of sterile gauze
on adhesive tape, and covered
them with crinoline to keep them
sterile. When Robert Johnson saw
these, he knew that these sterile
strips would be a very marketable
product for the general public.
The Johnson Brothers, as a
promotion strategy, donated large
quantities of Band-Aids to Boy
Scout troops across the nation.
Sales skyrocketed. Then, during
World War II, the company sent
millions of Band-Aids to the
soldiers overseas to be packed in
mess kits and knapsacks. After the
war, all the boy scouts and army
veterans in the country were stuck
on Band-Aids.

The ingredients consisted of
latex rubber, turpentine, cayenne
pepper, balsam of Peru, and pine
pitch. This was cooked until it
formed a gummy tar, then it
was spread onto a muslin cloth,
which would be applied to your
skin as a topical pain reliever.
Advertisements of the day never
discuss the pain caused by
removing the plaster, which
could only be done by melting
it with copious amounts of hot
water or steam.

During the 1950s, the company
prospered in leaps and bounds. In
1951 the adhesive tape was made
with white plastic, and five years
later, they made it skin-toned so it
wouldn’t be so apparent. In 1958
transparent tape was introduced.
Then, after years of trying to
camouflage the Band-Aid, they started to become fashion
statements… the flashier, the better. Band-Aids were sold
with stars and stripes, flowers, birds, lady bugs, butterflies,
and polka dots. In the 1970s, Barry Manilow composed
the jingle: “I am stuck on Band-Aid brand, ‘cause BandAid’s stuck on me.” In 1997 an antibiotic ointment was
applied to the gauze, and in 2002 Band-Aid could be
purchased in liquid form.

Customers who bought the plaster soon discovered
that the product did not meet their expectations, and
soon Mr. Allcock’s remedy disappeared from drug store
shelves. The big money was made by Horace Day when
he sold to Mr. Allcock his patent.
In 1848, Dr. John Maynard took
the porous plaster idea, and using
cotton and ether, he used this to
sterilize open wounds. In 1874,
Robert Johnson, a New York
druggist, used the sterile muslin
idea with a latex rubber backing,
and in 1885, he formed a partnership
with another pharmacist, selling
cotton and gauze dressings to
doctors and hospitals. Robert sold

Now, if you are wondering what ever happened
to Earl Dickson, their cotton purchaser who invented
the first Band-Aid, he was given a sizeable stipend and
promoted to company vice president, and he held that
position until he retired in 1957. And his clumsy wife,
Josephine, well…she finally got the hang of housekeeping, and was no longer a klutz in the kitchen.
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Victorian zigzag drawing: Richard Knight

Victorian zigzag drawing: Richard Knight

Historic Preservation Season in Alameda 2014
◆ Tuesday, January 21, 2014, 7:00 pm: Mayor Marie Gilmore declares Historic Preservation Season 2014
open. Council Chambers, City Hall, 2263 Santa Clara Avenue. Free.
◆ Sunday, February 9, 2014, 7:00 pm: Alameda Architectural Preservation Society Lecture: Foundations,
Ground Water Management and More, a talk by Alameda contractor John Jameson. Immanuel Lutheran
Church, 1420 Lafayette Street. Free for AAPS members; $5 for others.
◆ Thursday, March 27, 2014, 7:00 pm: Twenty-seven Years Aglow, architect Richard Rutter, who designed
the lighting to celebrate the 50th birthday of the Golden Gate Bridge in 1987. Sponsor: the Law Offices of
Susan Jeffries and the Alameda Architectural Preservation Society (AAPS). Alameda Museum, 2324 Alameda
Avenue. Free for Museum and AAPS members, $10 for others.
◆ Saturday, April 12 , 2014, 11:00 am–Noon: Kids & Queen Victoria, the 17th annual show featuring the art
of elementary students studying 19th century architecture, history, and culture. Special guest: Queen Victoria
herself! Alameda Museum, 2324 Alameda Avenue. Free.
◆ Thursday, April 24, 2014, 7:00 pm: Bay Area Copper 1900–1950, Dirk van Erp & His Influence by author
Gus Bostrom, proprietor of the Craftsman mecca California Historical Design store in Berkeley. Sponsor:
Judith Lynch, member City of Alameda Historical Advisory Board. Alameda Museum, 2324 Alameda Avenue.
Free for Museum members, $10 for others.
◆ Sunday, May 18, 2014, details TBA: AAPS Historic Preservation Awards,17th annual. Free.
◆ Thursday, May 29. 2014, 7:00 pm: Old Alameda, Dennis Evanosky and Eric Kos, a slide lecture about
the original three small towns consolidated into the City of Alameda. Sponsor: Peter Fletcher, Broker,
Windermere Real Estate. Alameda Museum, 2324 Alameda Avenue. Free for Museum members, $10
for others.
◆ Saturday, June 14, 2014: 3rd Annual Trolley Tour, a benefit for the Alameda Museum. All Aboard! Curious
about “Old Alameda,” the early days of our former peninsula, only an island since 1902? The Narrators
are Alameda Sun publishers and authors Dennis Evanosky and Eric Kos. Your $50 ticket includes a two
hour journey aboard a motorized cable car and a reception at the Naval Air Museum. Two flights, 10:00 am
and 1:00 pm. Tour sponsor: Peter Fletcher, Broker, Windermere Real Estate. To reserve your seat, call
510-521-1177 or email judithal@comcast.net.
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undertaking to abate most of the deferred maintenance. Museum
members, the public, the East Bay Community Foundation and
wonderful Joe Young provided funding. A ton of volunteer hours
were needed to get the work done quickly and then honor the
donors with a party, while I was still making sure the Quarterly
newsletters were created, sent out, and the Home Tour a success.

by Robbie Dileo

		
ETIREMENT. Different for each of us, but usually
retirement means a change in how one spends their
time. Fortunate to have a husband who worked, it
allowed me to use my prime earning years to do what most
people do when they retire, which was become a professional
volunteer for 24 years at Alameda Museum.

Everybody gets tired, but I realized I was exhausted. Having
placed the museum’s needs ahead of long overdue home projects,
it was time to regroup and rethink some priorities. Life gets shorter
with age and I felt like I was running out of time. The realization
that a daughter in college would continue to be expensive on
retirement income meant additional revenue generating opportunities warranted serious consideration. To ensure that volunteer
hours were cut back, I needed to leave the board when my term
expired. It was my way of saying NO, a way to make certain that
tasks were delegated. A time for new growth personally and for
the museum.

This fall, realizing I would need to run for another two-year
Board term, I decided it was time for me to focus instead on long
overdue home projects. Others could and would step up, taking
on various duties of running the museum. Business needs and
fund raising activities were duties I took seriously with the help
of the executive board, curator, and key volunteers. It felt like a
genuine part-time job but without cash benefits. The various
challenges were mostly successful and certainly full of emotional
benefits, as great friendships were forged and the museum grew.
My business skills improved using computers and communication
venues that enhanced my prior professional background in
accounting. In the beginning, my enthusiasm to build things
translated well with the museum’s move to 2324 Alameda Avenue
and then creating the Meyers House Museum. Additionally,
volunteer work fit well with my commitment to have children
raised with a fulltime mom instead of a secondary W-2 wage
earner paying someone else for childcare. A volunteer career
allowed my participating in school activities, taking care of my
father in his last years, and being active in the community.

You will still see me as a docent and volunteer for some
museum events. I plan to oversee my “pet” project, the scanning
of the negative collection. So while less visible, I will still be helping
out, as time permits. To not feel responsible as President for all
the fund raising and management of the two locations will be a
form of retirement. “Preserving the past for the future” was my
phrase and I did my best to honor that goal. Alameda Museum
and the Meyers House are community assets we can all be proud
of for generations to come. A change in leadership is good. We
have been working toward a smooth transition in the work load.
The new board and executive team will have some fresh ideas and
deserve your continuing support. Thank you for the great adventure. It has been an honor and privilege to be part of Alameda
Museum’s 65 years of existence, but I am happy to be retired!

Alas, the past couple of years were especially challenging,
mostly due to the Meyers House. George Gunn, Bob Risley,
and the Board supported the effort to get the historic property
transferred to 100% Museum responsibility, but it was a huge

Outgoing President, Alameda Museum
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Saturday, March 15
Noon
Masonic Hall

Annual Membership
Lunch, Raffle, &
Silent Auction
$25 per person, free for docents
who are members and for volunteer
staff. Look for a special mailing
in February.
We need items for the silent
auction and the raffle. Small pretty
objects, gift cards, experiences such
as theater outings, and distinctive
art pieces are more than welcome.
You can also fund a gift basket
based on a theme: an evening in
Venice, a picnic in Provence, a
hike up Mt. Tam.
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Museum Board 2014
On January 15 the new board of the Alameda
Museum was unanimously voted in. Ready to serve are
familiar faces and a new addition to the slate. The 2014
line-up includes Judith Lynch, President; Johanna Hall,
Vice-President; Dennis Evanosky, Secretary; Bob Risley,
Treasurer; Adam Gillitt, Charlie Howell, Adam Koltun,
and Jim Smallman.
Our thanks for their service to three directors leaving
us: Debra Hilding, Julie Kennedy, and Robbie Dileo.
NOTE: We need three additional board members
to make up our full complement of eleven. If you are
interested please call or email Judith at 510-748-0796 or
judithal@comcast.net.
The museum needs your fresh ideas and enthusiastic
spirit to keep our city’s rich history alive in the community.
Some of the events, programs, and services the Alameda
Museum participates in or provides include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Monthly Lectures
Alameda Legacy Home Tour with AAPS
Kids & Queen Victoria
Park Street Art & Wine Faire
Neptune Beach Community Celebration
Fourth of July Parade
Historical files & photos for research
Estate Sales

Legacy
Society
Download the flyer
from our website
AlamedaMuseum.org
Gifts from your estate
must be $1,000 or
more to be a part of the program.
Lesser amounts may be donations to a specific
project or archival fund. Perhaps a $500
Lifetime Membership would be appropriate?
For questions about donations, please
call 510-523-5907.

Call Diane, 523-5907, after 10:00 am
to arrange pick-up for your donation
or your check. You can also bring
items to the Museum clearly
marked “silent auction.”
Thank you!
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Ashes To Ashes
by Ron Ucovich
The Bible tells us (Genesis
3:19), “for dust thou art, and unto
dust shall thou return.” The idea is
that after death, the body will decay
and will eventually be reduced to its
basic elements. This is true, and the
process can be accomplished by
three methods: by burying the body
in the ground, by placing it in a
sarcophagus, or by consuming it
by fire. The cheapest method is to
bury it, and customarily, bodies of
common people were buried in the
village cemetery or on their farm in
a family plot.

Workers gather around the pit being dug on Mound Street, site of an Ohlone burial mound.
Findings included bones, shells, and broken household items.

A wealthy person, however, was
usually encrypted in a limestone
sarcophagus. The word sarcophagus
is a Greek word meaning “flesh eating.”
Limestone is alkaline and acts to
neutralize acidic compounds created
by decaying animal remains. The
reduction of microbial decay reduces
the production of foul stench. This
is why powdered limestone is used
in outhouses to eliminate odors. The
odorless sarcophagus could then be
place above the ground in a tomb or
mausoleum without having to worry
about fetid and offensive odors.

Lincoln Park. It measured 400 feet
long, 150 feet wide, and 14 feet high.
It was originally thought to be an
ancient refuse depository because it
contained only shells, bones, and
broken household items. If you examine
the photograph of the excavation site,
you will see one worker holding a
human skull imitating Hamlet as he
said, “Alas, poor Yorick, I knew him
well.” Another worker held up a pair
of tibias imitating a Jolly Roger flag.
It is obvious from the photograph
that the excavation was done with
total abuse and disrespect for this
sacred burial ground.

The Alameda Museum has a fascinating exhibit on the relics left by our
native inhabitants. These items were
excavated from a large burial mound
named after Peter Sather, the original
owner of a parcel of land west of

Today, however, we understand
that this mound was not an ancient
dump. It was the custom of the
Ohlone Indians to bury their dead
with all their personal possessions.
Women were buried with cooking

implements and jewelry, and men
were buried with hunting and
trapping paraphernalia. These items
were first broken before being placed
around the corpse. This ceremony
symbolized the death of the artifact
as well as its owner. The body was
then covered with shells, and the
person’s name, his life, his accomplishments, and his possessions
were never mentioned again. This
ritual marked a complete closure of a
man’s life so his past could be totally
erased, and his spirit could enter a
new body completely cleansed.
The American Indians lived in
total harmony with nature. They
inhabited Alameda for nearly 3,500
years without leaving a discernible
footprint upon the land. Why, you
might ask, didn’t they return unwanted
seashells to the ocean where they
could disintegrate naturally? It is
because the shells had an important
function. They were used to abate
the decomposition of a corpse in the
same manner as we use a limestone
sarcophagus today. The body did not
rot, but instead was allowed to return
to nature in a slow and controlled
anaerobic process.
For the important members of the
Ohlone Indians (chiefs, shamen, and

Remnants of Ohlone life
in Alameda.

Continued on page 9 . . .
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Ashes to Ashes . . . Continued from page 8

warriors), the process of returning the body to nature was
more ceremonial. It was done by cremation. The body
was elevated onto a pyre or wooden platform in an open
space so nothing could impede the spirit on its journey
into the afterlife. The wood was set ablaze as the tribe
formed a circle around the body, symbolic of the circle of
life. The mourners prayed and chanted exhorting departed
spirits to help guide the soul on his journey. The prayers
spoke only of the afterlife. The deceased’s name was never
pronounced for fear of calling his spirit back to earth.
Historically, cremation was also used in Europe for citizens
of high esteem. The problem with cremation is that there
was no facility available which could incinerate the body and
keep its ashes separate from the fuel ashes. Professor Brunetti
of Padua, Italy, designed an oven which would accomplish
this in the 1870s. He introduced his oven to the world at
the 1873 World’s Fair in Vienna. The idea caught on, and
soon crematoriums started to appear throughout Europe.

YOUR PERMANENT
SAN FRANCISCO HOME!
Here is a rare opportunity to secure your niche in the
original (1895) part of the Odd Fellows Columbarium, one
of the glass-doored niches where the ashes (cremains) of
two people can comfortably cohabit! It holds two standard
brass urns, each one 9" tall, 6" wide, and 43/4" deep.
People also make their own ash containers.

In 1876 Dr. Julius Le Moyne of Pennsylvania built the
first crematory in America. At that time, it was believed
that people attending a funeral were in danger of
contracting diseases from a decomposing corpse, or that
water leaching from a tomb might be contaminating
ground water. Cremation seemed like the perfect solution
to this environmental hazard. Crematoriums sprouted up
across the nation. At first, they were totally unregulated,
however, due to abuses and misconduct on the part of the
cremators, strict laws were enacted in California by 1902.

My favorite was the Elvis cookie jar!
In keeping with the Odd Fellows philosophy the
Columbarium is a warm and welcoming place so your
friends and family can visit to commune happily with
your spirit. The desirable address of this
Columbarium niche shown below (think location-locationlocation) is 2nd floor, North Tier 10, Niche 2.
It was donated by museum board member Judith Lynch
to the Alameda Museum as a fund raiser and thus your
purchase would be tax deductible.

Joaquin Miller, Oakland’s celebrated “Poet of the Sierras,”
was captivated by the Ohlone ceremony of cremation.
On his 70-acre estate, Miller constructed a stone platform
upon which he wanted his body cremated and his ashes
scattered on his land. Miller died in 1913, but his wishes
could not be carried out. His body had to be cremated
in a State-licensed facility by a certified cremator. Abigail
Miller, however, insisted that her beloved husband’s
wishes be followed. After Joaquin was cremated in
compliance with the new law, Abigail placed his remains
on the pyre that Joaquin had built, and she cremated his
ashes again. She then scattered his remains on his land,
according to his wishes.

We are asking $10,000
for the Museum, plus
an ownership transfer
fee of $295 to the
Neptune Society.

Joaquin Miller lives today, not as a person, but rather
as the minerals which make up the flowers and trees in
Joaquin Miller Park. Who knows? ...maybe the flowers
and trees in your back yard contain the minerals of the
Indians who lived in Alameda a thousand years ago.

Interested?
Call or email Judith,
510-748-0796 or
judithal@comcast.net.

By the way... the expression “to bite the dust” has
nothing to do with cremation. It is an image created by
Shakespeare centuries ago, and it portrays a man lying
face down in the dirt.

Subject to prior sale.
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The shed has
been completed
on the grounds.

A tall urn and two turquoise vases are new
additions to the interior. Images: Robbie Dileo.

What’s New at the
Meyers House & Garden
The January 11th opening of the house museum was a fabulous success.
The new team of docents did an excellent job greeting the 30 visitors.
Jim Smallman, our newest board member, enjoyed being a docent in
the architectural exhibit (see front cover). The mild fall season and so
far, lack of winter rains, has allowed us to accomplish several tasks at
the property. The wooden shed was completed thanks to Virgil Silver
with his trusty nail gun and able helpers Ross Dileo and Steve Aced.
Painted outside in main house colors, all the event supplies stored in
the former carriage/pump house were moved into it.
Steve Ramos and his father Carl finished off removal of the water tank.
With a fresh coat of paint inside the carriage house, paid by donation
from George Gunn and done by Metro Painting, the inside is now clean
until the next phase of development. Decisions on what to do next
await March’s planning session with the new board. Capital improvements, future events, and promotion will need a budget and a timetable,
plus the volunteers to make it happen. Some plans have been drafted
and a few preliminary bids received for the carriage house which needs
a new foundation and electrical as it will probably house a permanent
ADA restroom to replace the portable one. It will take thousands of
dollars to do this work. Please consider making a donation. Make your
check payable to the Meyers House and send it to Alameda Museum.
Inside the house, the music room was recently updated with furnishings
donated by Joe Young, upholstered in vibrant Victorian era red. The
downstairs parlor and dining room each have a gorgeous tall urn to
hold greenery and two lovely turquoise vases now adorn the mantle
below the 1905 picture of Lulu Collischon, mother of former Mayor
Franz Collischon.

New docent Steve Aced holds forth with a group of visitors in front of
the studio where Henry and Mildred Meyers prepared their architectural
plans. The studio is on the Meyers House grounds toward the back of
the property and is now included in tours. Image: Judith Lynch.
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Volunteers: Alameda museum
& Meyers House & Gardens
Steve Aced

Julie Kennedy

Chad Barr

Carole King

Yvonne Blackburn

Adam Koltun

Gene & Dora Calhoun

Mary Lou Kurtz

Janine Carr

Gayle Macaitis

Katherine Cavanaugh

Kate McAnaney

Ellen Chesnut

Jeannie McCaffery

Barbara Coapman

Jim & Carla McGrogan

Catherine Coleman

Joanne McKay

Diane Coler-Dark

Arlene Nash

Cathy Conley

Susan Potter

Charles Daly

Carl & Shirley Ramos

Reid Davis

Patricia Rios

Ross & Robbie Dileo

Virginia Rivera

Marilyn Dodge

Betty Saunders

Linda Domholt
Joanne Dykema

Holly Schmalenberger-		
Haugen

Robbie Erion

Margy & Virgil Silver

Pamela Ferrero

Lois Singley

Barbara Gibson

Marcy Skala

Adam Gillitt

Jim Smallman

Additional Contribution $__________

George Gunn

Ellen Tilden

Total Enclosed

Leslie Hawksbee

Ron Ucovich

Debra Hilding

Gerry Warner

Lois J. Hoffman

Robert Welch

Charlie & Gail Howell

Joe Young

Meyers House Guild
is a separate membership and donation category from
Alameda Museum. Funds are used for the sole purpose
of maintaining this gorgeous property. Guild members
get invitations to MHG special events.
For more information call 510-521-1247.
Renewals after September continue your
membership through the entire following year.
Thank you for your support!

Make check payable to Meyers House Guild.
Mail to: Alameda Museum
2324 Alameda Avenue, Alameda CA 94501
Annual Guild Membership $25
Dues Amount

$__________

$__________

Name_________________________________________
Address______________________________________
City____________________State_______Zip________

Virginia Jones

E-mail_________________________________________
Phone_________________________________________

Volunteer docents are the folks who keep our
doors open. An enthusiastic group, they help run
the gift shop, and on occasion, do tasks like help with
mailings. Training is available. Do you have 3 hours to
make new friends? Come and spend it with us!

I would like to:
Be a Docent
Garden

Docent coordinator for main museum
Ellen Chesnut, 510-865-1204

Clean & Maintain Artifacts

Docent coordinator for Meyers House
George Gunn, 510-521-1233

Help with Special Events
Other__________________________________
12
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cartoon character in the center. Micas are clearies which
have metallic flecks in the center, and cat’s eyes have
blades of color in the center. A corkscrew is a cleary with
a band of color which spirals toward the center, and a
cloud is a bluish cleary with a white cloud in the center.
If you are familiar with these terms, you can be called a
true mibster, the term applied to a seasoned fan of
playing marbles.

by Ron Ucovich
The Bible tells us (I Corinthians 18:11)
“...when I became a man, I put away my childish things.”
The actual quote in Latin is relinquere nuces which means
“I put away my nuts.” It refers to chestnuts.
Children would draw a circle in the dirt
and use small stones to knock the chestnuts out of the circle. For thousands of
years, children have been playing similar
games, which today we call “marbles.”

Playing marbles became such a popular pastime
that marble slang has worked its way into our everyday
vocabulary. To knuckle down, for example, means to
position your hand to shoot. To cross the line means
that your shot was out of bounds. If you cheated, this was
called fudging. If you were about to take an easy shot
with your taw, you could say that the target marble was a
dead duck. If you were playing a serious game, and you
got to keep the marbles that you won, you were playing
for keeps. If the game was not serious, you were playing
just for fun.

Besides chestnuts, marbles could be
made out of stone, porcelain, clay, or glass. In fact, they
were made of just about any carve-able material except
marble. In 1884, an Ohio man created a wooden block
with six grooves, each of which held a lump of clay. He
would roll a wooden paddle over the clay in a circular
motion, and out came six, perfectly-formed spheres of
clay which could be baked into toy marbles. For 30 years,
his workforce of 350 employees cranked out over a million marbles a day. Then, in 1915, a machine was invented
which could roll a drop of molten glass in a grooved tube
and shape it into a perfectly-formed sphere. This device
worked so well that it is still the most common method of
manufacturing marbles today.

There is one slang term which has nothing to do with
the game: to lose your marbles. This phrase comes from
the French expression perdre ses meubles, which means
to “lose your furniture.” In French, common sense is
called “the furniture of your mind,” so when you lose it,
it means you lost your mind.
When you played marbles, you usually had to follow
very strict rules, however, sometimes you could shout
out very special calls which would allow you to break
the rules. Normally, for example, you would have to
shoot from outside the circle, but if you called leaning
tops, you would be allowed to rest your shooting hand
on your other hand, thereby leveraging it over the line.
If you were losing the game, you could call quitsies,
which would allow you to stop the game without penalty,
unless the winner called no quitsies first. If you called
elephant stomps, it would allow you to smash your
marbles into the dirt, making it very difficult for your
opponent to hit your marble. Your opponent, however,
could call out bombsies, which allowed him to drop a
steely from above and dislodge a marble which had been
stomped.

During the Depression Years, playing marbles became
tremendously popular, as children searched for inexpensive
pastimes. They even invented words to describe the wide
variety of marbles that were being made. An aggie, for
example, was a black marble that resembled
agate. An alley is a light-colored mottled
marble which looks like alabaster. A crock
is a marble made of baked clay like crockery.
An oxblood is a marble with a reddish-brown
color. A shooter or taw is a large marble that
would be used to knock around the smaller ones, which
were known as mibs or ducks. Bumblebees are marbles
with yellow and black stripes, and tigers are orange with
yellow stripes. A devil’s eye is a red marble with a
yellow spot, and a jasper is a blue marble made of glazed
porcelain. A Joseph’s coat is a marble having patches
of variegated colors. A steelie is a large ball bearing
used as a shooter, and a peewee is a marble having
less than half inch diameter.

Next time you visit the Alameda Museum, go to the
boys’ toy exhibit and check out the antique marbles. If
you can identify which marble is a taw and which one is
a duck, which one is an alley and which is an oxblood,
or which is a boulder and which is a peewee, you can
consider yourself a true mibster.

A cleary is a totally transparent glass
marble. Onionskins are transparent marbles
with layers of color inside. Sulphides are
transparent marbles which have the image of
a toy, like a baseball bat, in the center. Figurines
are sulphides which have the image of a person or
12

Join Alameda Museum
Preserving the Past for the Future
for over 65 Years
Your Annual Membership provides:
• Programs for Students
• Support for Local Artists
• Free Monthly Lectures

The Best Spring
Ever Invented

• Alameda Museum Quarterly
• Free Meyers House Pass (new members only)
For more information call 510–523–5907
or visit www.alamedamuseum.org
Join any time. Dues based on calendar year.
Renewals after September will continue through
the next year.

by Ron Ucovich
In the early 1940s, marine engineer, Richard
James, was experimenting with various types of hightension, quick-responding springs. He was trying to
develop a spring that would instantaneously counterbalance the wave motion that rocks a ship at sea. He
calculated that a set of springs, strategically placed
around delicate nautical instruments, would counteract
the pitching and rolling of the ship, and a gauge needle
could give a more accurate reading.

Ta x I . D . # 9 4 - 24 6 4751

Membership levels are annual, except one-time
Lifetime. Please check the appropriate box
or boxes. Thank you for your support.
$30 Adult
$20 2nd Household Member*
$25 Senior
$20 Docent/Volunteer
$250 Business Member
$500 Lifetime Member
(one payment only, for life of the member)

One day, Mr. James accidentally knocked one of
his high-tension springs off the shelf. To his amazement,
the spring literally crawled, coil by coil, onto a lower
shelf, onto a stack of books, down to a tabletop, and
finally came to rest upright on the floor. The mysterious
manner in which the spring would slither downhill
made it almost seem alive. Mr. James took his crazy
spring to the top of a stairway and turned it loose.
Astonishingly, it crept step by step to the bottom where
it came to rest in an upright position. Since the motion
resembled the slinking of a snake, Mr. James named
his invention a “Slinky.”

*Person who resides with a paid Adult Member at same
address, also gets voting privilege.

Make check payable to: Alameda Museum
Mail to: Alameda Museum
2324 Alameda Avenue, Alameda, CA 94501

James Industries, as his company was now called,
encountered modest success for the next 30 years.
Then, in 1974, Mr. James passed away, leaving control
of the enterprise to his wife, Betty. Mrs. James embarked
upon a vigorous campaign to revitalize the business.
She expanded production to include a wide variety of
spring products: Slinky Junior, Plastic Slinky, Neon
Slinky, Slinky Dog, Slinky Pets, and Crazy Eyes (goofy
glasses with spring-mounted fake eyeballs). The coup
de grace of Mrs. James’ advertising campaign was her
marketing jingle, which everyone remembers:

Dues Amount

$__________

Additional Contribution $__________
Total Enclosed

$__________

Name___________________________________________

What walks down stairs, alone or in pairs,
and makes a slinkity sound?
A spring, a spring, a marvelous thing...
everyone knows it’s Slinky.
It’s Slinky, it’s Slinky, for fun it’s a wonderful toy.
It’s Slinky, it’s Slinky, it’s fun for a girl and a boy.

Address________________________________________
City____________________State_______Zip__________
E-mail___________________________________________
Phone__________________________________________
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The First Martini by Ron Ucovich
If you stroll down
Alhambra Avenue in
Martinez one day, you will
come across a monument
erected by the E Clampus
Vitus Society. It tells the
legend of an old prospector
who had struck it rich in the
Gold Country. On his way back to
San Francisco, he entered this bar
to celebrate his good fortune, and he
ordered champagne. Not having any on
hand, the barkeep told the miner that
he would make him a drink better
than champagne. He mixed one
part dry vermouth and three
parts gin. He shook it with ice,
served it in a champagne glass,
and topped it off with an olive. He
called it a “Martinez Special,” which
over time, became simply “martini.”
This is a fun story to tell, and the
citizens of Martinez take great pride
in recounting it. Since no one else
claims to have made the first martini,
most folks are willing to allow the
people of Martinez their moment
of glory.

But wait!
Let’s take a
closer look at the
word “martini.”
It’s Italian. It is
the plural form of
Martin. Many times
in Italian, they will
use the plural form of
the father’s first name as
a surname for his children.
For example, Roberto means
Robert, and Roberti means
the Roberts Family. Similarly,
Giuseppe becomes
Giuseppi; Francesco
becomes Franceschi;
Stefano becomes Stefani;
and Martino becomes Martini.
Martini refers to the Martin Family.
Now, let’s look at the name
“Martinez.” It comes from Spanish.
The ending –ez means “son of,” and
it also is used as a surname for
children. For example, the son of
Rodrigo becomes Rodríguez, Hernán
becomes Hernández, Lope becomes
López, Fernando becomes Fernández,
Pedro becomes Pérez, Alvaro becomes
Alvarez, and Martín becomes Martínez.
The surname “Martinson” varies
greatly from one nationality to the
next. Besides Martini (Italian) and
Martinez (Spanish), you can find the
name written as Martinsen, Martinoski,
Martinovich, Van Martin, Von Martin,
Mac Martin, O’Martin, and Fitzmartin.
By the way, the difference between
Mac Martin and O’Martin is that
O’Martin means illegitimate son of
Martin. The prefix “Fitz-“ also implies
illegitimacy.

Martini Monument Located in the Alhambra
Avenue, Lasell Parking Lot. Erected by
Juaquin Murrieta Chapter 13 Clampus Vitus.
Dedicated April 11, 1992.

It is extremely unlikely that any
proper name would mispronounce its
way into another language. We need
to search for an Italian root, and as
luck would have it, there was an
Italian wine maker named Alessandro
Martini, who in 1863, sold vermouth
14
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under the Martini brand label. In
1879 Mr. Martini partnered with
Luigi Rossi, and the Martini & Rossi
Company was born.
Alcoholic beverages are often
referred to by their label. Instead of
ordering whiskey or wine, one might
order scotch or sherry. It seems more
than likely that a drink made with
Martini vermouth would be called a
martini. To the citizens of Martinez
I say, “Tout your Christian Brothers
Wine and your Alhambra Drinking
Water, because these companies were
truly born in Martinez, but as for the
martini, I’m not swallowing that!

Alameda Museum
is always looking for
volunteers
——
For information or to offer your
services, leave a message with
Judith Lynch 510-748-0769

When you finish reading
this newsletter,
don’t throw it away.
Pass it on to a neighbor
who may not be aware
of all the interesting
activities going on in
our museum.
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Upcoming Exhibits
at the Museum
Art Gallery
ocal
L
y
b
k
r
See Wo ob Doerr
Artist B ary!
in Febru

All aboard!
Curious about the early days of our
former peninsula, only an island
since 1902? Take the
3rd Annual Trolley Tour
Saturday, June 14
a benefit for the Alameda Museum.

err

Bob Do
The Ro
o

m, 201
2

Narrators are Alameda Sun publishers
and authors Dennis Evanosky and
Eric Kos. With them, passengers will
explore the territory of the three
small towns that eventually merged
into present day Alameda: Woodstock,
Encinal, and Old Alameda.

n February 1 – 29

Bob Doerr

Reception Saturday, February 8
12:00 pm – 3:30 pm

A resident of Alameda, Doerr will show recent and
past mixed media artwork at the Alameda Museum
in February. Collectors of his art are world wide.
Visit his web site at poemia.net.

The trolley tours are the brainchild of Broker
Peter Fletcher of Windermere Real Estate;
ever generous to the Museum, Peter has
sponsored all these tours.

n MARCH 5 – 29

San Lorenzo Adult School, Studio 820
Reception Saturday, March 8
12:00 pm – 3:00 pm

Your $50 ticket to history includes a
two-hour journey aboard a motorized
cable car. We offer two flights,
10:00 am and 1:00 pm.
To reserve your seat, call 510-521-1177
or email judithal@comcast.net.

Mixed media show will include framed watercolors,
acrylics, pastels, color pencil, and more.
n April

17th Annual Kids & Queen Victoria Show
Reception Saturday, April 12
11:00 am – Noon

Opening featuring Queen Victoria.
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Alameda Museum Lectures 2014

 Thursday, March 27
Twenty-seven Years Aglow By architect
Richard Rutter, who designed lighting
celebrating the 50th birthday of the Golden
Gate Bridge in 1987.
 Thursday, April 24
Bay Area Copper 1900 – 1950
Dirk van Erp & His Influence By author Gus
Bostrom, proprietor of the Craftsman mecca
California Historical Design store in Berkeley.
 Thursday, May 29
Old Alameda Dennis Evanosky & Eric Kos,
a slide lecture to entice people to the June 14
trolley tour of three small towns later consolidated into the City of Alameda.
 Thursday, June 26
Living in a Brown Shingle Home By Lucia
Howard, architect and coauthor of the new
book Shingle Style: Living in a Brown Shingle
Home.
 Thursday, July 31
Museum Tales: Preserving Our History
Exhibits and talks on Alameda Naval Air
Museum, Pacific Pinball Museum, the USS
Hornet, and the Alameda Museum. Speakers:

Robbie Dileo, Larry Pirack, Michael Schiess,
and Sieg Wroebel.
 Thursday, August 28
Topic TBA Local historian and author
Woody Minor.
 Thursday, September 25
1868 Hayward Fault Earthquake Author
Richard Schwartz. A mild precursor to what
will happen here in the future. Includes
accounts of people who lived through the
devastating 1868 trembler.
 Thursday, October 30
Six Short Blocks That Are Long on History:
A Century on Post Street from the Gold
Rush to the 1950s Robin Seeley talks about
the history and architecture of her Alameda
neighborhood.
NOTE: Lectures take place at the Alameda Museum,
2324 Alameda Avenue off Park Street. Admission
is free for museum members and $10 for others.
No reserved seats. We open at 6:30 pm on lecture
nights. Come early to save a seat and enjoy the
displays in the History and Art Galleries. For information leave a message at 510-748-0796 and check
alameda-museum.org.

